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LANGUAGE TECHNOLOGY  
& 

HYPOTHESIS TESTING





Make LT tools available to 
scholars, researchers, 
students, citizen-scientists 
from all disciplines 

Especially, the Humanities 
& Social Sciences



SHARING TOOLS



LT4DHSS

Many possibilities No Magic
Source: https://thenounproject.com/term/possibilities/160867/ Source: https://www.needpix.com/photo/download/241280/witch-prohibition-witches-shield-prohibited-norway-scandinavia-sign-flight-ban-funny



Handle more data 

Find patterns that would not be noticed by a human 

Support systematic analysis

LT CAN



Analyses that are more reliable (than human analysis) 

Analyses that are better, because they are replicable 

That errors they make do not matter, because the amount of data compensates for them

LT DOES NOT GUARANTEE



There will be Errors

ONE GUARANTEE



Computers are better at counting, systematic decisions and do not `want’ a specific 
outcome 

Computers can contain (and even amplify) bias they picked up from the data 

Computers are (still) worst at interpreting natural language: we evaluate on human 
interpretations!

MORE RELIABLE?



In theory, our experiments are replicable (but in practice, not necessarily) 

Is replicability more valid when the output is of poor quality or biased? 

Human annotations are also replicable (they should lead to same patterns, 
comparable IAA)

REPLICABILITY



NLP evaluation: we typically establish accuracy or F-score based on a ground truth 

The assumption that a system with high f-score is good enough for finding patterns 
can hold, but it depends on the kind of errors that are made (more than on the amount)

BIG DATA COMPENSATES ERRORS



Disambiguate location names in Dutch biographical dictionaries

EXAMPLE 1: LOCATIONS



Disambiguate location names in Dutch biographical dictionaries 

Tactic: 

Prefer location in the Netherlands, near the Netherlands, or closely related to the 
Netherlands (e.g. in former colonies) 

Accuracy: ±97%

EXAMPLE 1: LOCATIONS



1. Where (in what region) were most officials in The Hague born throughout the century?

THE HISTORIAN’S QUESTION



1. What was the connection between officials in the former Dutch colonies and the 
Netherlands? 

1. How often did they travel home? 

2. Did they have direct relations with Dutch locations?

THE HISTORIAN’S QUESTION



Van Atteveldt et al. (under review)

EXAMPLE 2: SENTIMENT DETECTION



Van Atteveldt et al. (under review)

EXAMPLE: SENTIMENT DETECTION



The relation between precision and recall for Positive Sentiment and Negative 
Sentiment differs (they are closer together for Negative Sentiment) 

Depending on what the user wants to know, this may matter 
 
 

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS



SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
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Sap et al. (2019)

HATE SPEECH DETECTION



The kind of errors (and their distribution) are more important than the number of 
errors 
 

What errors or distributions are problematic depends on the research question: 
 
do they introduce a bias that interferes with the researcher’s hypothesis or not?

HYPOTHESES MATTER



Is making tools available enough?

THE CLARIN MISSION



WORKING TOGETHER

Source: https://www.needpix.com/photo/1173651/social-network-icon-collaboration-icon-social-icon-communication-team-connect-icon-networking-icon



Share tools 

Provide clear insight in the working of tools: 

Kind of technologies and training data (if applicable) 

Properties of evaluation data 

Outcome of evaluation: accuracy, f-score, error analysis 

Share methodology

NEW  CLARIN GOALS? 



CHALLENGES

Will this apply to other data?



How do we know whether reported results are robust?  

We know that a change of domain will affect results, but what about in-domain data? 

What properties of training and evaluation data should we share?

CHALLENGES



Much of our work is still exploratory, e.g.: 

What does BERT do? 

Should we get a domain- or language-specific BERT?

LT RESEARCH

Source: https://pixy.org/4254306/



What if we go back to the basis and aim at answering research questions? 

When does it make sense to use BERT/deep learning rather than `traditional ML’? 

H(1): it depends on the amount of data, the type of data and available features 

H(1a): With too little data, BERT won’t help much (good features will do better) 

H(1b): With highly domain specific data, BERT will help less or not at all, unless 
there is enough domain data to retrain BERT

LT HYPOTHESES



We learn more about our models 

We can learn not only what system works best, but also why 

If we know why, we also stand a better chance of predicting: 

Robustness across datasets 

Potential biases of individual methods

LT HYPOTHESES



We learn more about our models 

We can learn not only what system works best, but also why 

If we know why, we also stand a better chance of predicting: 

Robustness across datasets 

Potential biases of individual methods

LT HYPOTHESES
Essential for 

computational 
linguistics

Essential for any 
domain using LT
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